Things to Keep your Foster
Pet Entertained!

MUFFIN

TIN

SEARCH!

Keep your pups entertained with this
simple search game! Put treats or dog
kibble in the empty cups of a muffin tin
and then place tennis balls overtop! As
the dogs work to move the tennis balls
and retreive the treats, they excerise the
part of their brain that problem solves!

USE

THOSE

BOXES!

THOSE

BOXES!

CARDBOARD

(FOR

DOGS)

For food motivated dogs, another fun
game utilizes cardboard! Use empty
cardboard boxes- from cereal, cookies, or
those many amazon packages- and put in a
handful of kibble or treats, seal the box,
and watch them tear it apart! This can be
messy, so keep a broom nearby!

CARDBOARD

(FOR

CATS)

Use smaller empty cardboard boxes
(or spare toilet paper tubes) and cut
a few small holes in them in diffrent
spots. Put in a handful of kibble or
treats, seal the container, and watch
the cat bat the box around to
disloge the treats!

FROZEN

USE

ROTATE

YOUR

CATS

TOYS

Cats will get bored with a toy
quickly- provide only a few toys
and rotate them every day. You can
also supplement normal cat toys
with household thinks like milk jug
rings , paper bags, boxes (to sit in) ,
aluminum foil or shoelaces!

TREATS

Even though it's not summer, your foster
pup will still enjoy a frozen treat! Use a cake
pan or even a piece of Tupperware, fill with
water or low-sodium broth and put in dog
treats and toys! Once frozen, the dog will
have a fun time licking the treat and be
fascinated as they're slowly able to recover
the items!

THE

FIND

IT

GAME

While your dog is otherwise engaged
and out of the room, set up a
scavenger hunt and hide treats and
food around the room! Bring your
foster pup back into the space, and
let them go on a hunt for the treats!
They are sure to have a blast.

